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THE RULES: GENERAL USE OF ARCHITEAM MEMBERS ONLY FACEBOOK FORUM 

RESPECT AND GOOD CONDUCT 

- Prior to posting your question, please perform a search of the forum to check if the topic has 

already been addressed. 

- This group is only open to current ArchiTeam members. If you do not renew your membership, 

you will be removed from this group. 

- Please feel free to discuss whatever you wish; however, we remind members that this is a 

professional discussion board.  

o Please be respectful of your fellow members. 
o Be concise and to the point. 
o Critical discussion is encouraged, personal attacks are not and will be moderated. 
o Extend the benefit of the doubt to newer Members; there’s no such thing as a ‘stupid’ 

question. 
o Be mindful of the tone of your post and your comments. 
o Do not post any defame, abuse, use profanity, threaten, or harass. All defamatory, 

abusive, profane, threatening or harassing, offensive, unconscionable, or illegal conduct 
is strictly prohibited and will be deleted from the Forum. 

- The purpose of this Forum is to provide a space for members to ask questions, share stories and 

experiences, ask for advice or recommendations. It is not a space to promote products and 

services that you provide; or for a company you have a relationship with. Any prospective 

partnership and sponsors must be directed to the ArchiTeam Office – 

partnerships@architeam.net.au.  

- Members are expressing their own professional view, and you should get your own independent 

advice as to how this issue would affect your practice. 

- Please do not screenshot, copy, or post discussions from this page elsewhere on the web or 

share outside of ArchiTeam. 

- This discussion page is subject to Facebook's terms and conditions. 

 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, COPYRIGHT AND MORAL RIGHTS 

Respect the intellectual property, copyright and moral rights of all authors and creators. Carefully 

consider whether to post content that you have personally created or have permission to use and if you 

do, ensure you have properly attributed that content to the creator, which can include co-authors. 

Architects’ drawings and designs generally attract protection as an ‘artistic work’ under the 

Australian Copyright Act. 

When posting content, please indicate the limitations on whether and how that content can be used, 

copied, printed, modified, adapted, distributed, or republished. If you would like to re-use (or do any 

other thing with) any material posted by another user, please contact the owner of the material directly 

to request their permission. 

Do not post any information or material protected by copyright, or that can be the subject of copyright 

(‘Copyright Material’) without the permission of the copyright owner. When you post Copyright Material, 

you warrant and represent that you either: own the copyright with respect to such material or that you 

have received permission from the copyright owner. In addition, by posting Copyright Material you grant 

ArchiTeam and all users of the Forum non-transferable and non-exclusive right (a license) to display, 

copy, publish, distribute, transmit, print, and reasonably use that Copyright Material, but not for any 

commercial purpose. 
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ANTI-COMPETITIVE BEHAVIOUR AND OTHER LAWS 

Do not use the Forum to engage in anti-competitive behaviour or otherwise break laws. Do not post 

messages, comments, or information if they encourage or facilitate Members to arrive at any agreement 

or understanding that either expressly or impliedly leads to price fixing, cartel conduct, a boycott of 

another’s business, exclusive dealing or other conduct intended or that amounts to illegally restrict free 

trade. Conduct that encourages or facilitates any formal or informal agreement or understanding about 

the following subjects are inappropriate: prices, discounts, or terms or conditions of sale; salaries; profits, 

profit margins, or cost data; market shares, sales territories, or markets; allocation of customers or 

territories; or selection, rejection, or termination of customers or suppliers. 

 

DISCLAIMER 

The ArchiTeam Members Only Forum is provided ‘as is’ as a free member benefit solely for ArchiTeam 

Members. ArchiTeam is not and cannot be responsible for the opinions and information posted on this 

site by users. We disclaim all warranties with regard to information posted on the Forum, whether posted 

by ArchiTeam or a user. Any promotion of a third party’s product or services is not intended to be an 

endorsement or representation by ArchiTeam in relation to the product or services. ArchiTeam is not and 

will not be liable for special, indirect, economic nor consequential damages or any damages of any kind 

resulting from loss of use, data, or profits, arising out of or in connection with the use of or performance 

of any information posted on this site. 

 

ArchiTeam does not automatically monitor, and from time to time may not actively monitor, the Forum 

on the site for inappropriate or infringing postings (comment, information or content). ArchiTeam does 

not, on its own, undertake, nor exercise editorial control of postings. However, in the event that any 

inappropriate or infringing post is brought to the attention of ArchiTeam, appropriate action will be 

taken. This action may include directly contacting the person who has made the post and requesting they 

remove the post, or a group administrator removing the post and providing the member with an 

explanation. 

ArchiTeam reserves the right, in its absolute discretion, to solely determine whether a post has breached 

these rules and such a decision made by ArchiTeam is not subject to any avenue or complaint or right of 

review. 

 

ArchiTeam reserves the right, in its absolute discretion, to suspend or terminate access to any user who 

does not comply with these guidelines.  

 

MODERATION GUIDELINES FOR ARCHITEAM SOCIAL MEDIA 

When you post comments, images, and other content to the ArchiTeam Cooperative social media 

channels, you are bound by the user agreements of that platform. Please read and familiarise yourself 

with these guidelines. 

ArchiTeam reserves the right to moderate all content on accounts/channels/profiles that we manage. 

Our guidelines include, but are not limited to the following: 

 

RESPECT AND PROTECT OTHERS – AVOID INFRINGING OTHERS’ RIGHTS 

Before you upload anything – text, images, video or audio – make sure you’re allowed to do it. It’s your 

responsibility to ensure that any content you post does not infringe the intellectual property, or other 

rights, of other people or organisations. If we have concerns that you’ve infringed others’ rights, we may 

delete any content that has been uploaded or posted. Please also note that we may re-use any material 
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you post – see ‘Other important information’ below. If you’re posting images or videos that identify other 

people, respect their privacy and check that you have their permission. 

 

KNOW WHEN AND WHY WE’LL MODERATE 

These guidelines generally require that you do not post any material that may: 

- Defame, abuse, harass, stalk, threaten or otherwise violate the legal rights of others 

- Publish, distribute, post, or disseminate any defamatory, infringing, obscene, misleading, or 

unlawful material or information 

- Make uncivil comments about ArchiTeam or an individual 

- Upload or attach files that contain viruses, corrupted files, or any other similar software or 

programs that could damage the operations of another’s computer 

- Delete any author attributions, legal notices or proprietary designations or labels in any file that 

is uploaded 

- Falsify the origin or source of software or other material contained in a file that is uploaded 

- Post anything that includes personal information such as a telephone number or an address 

- Breaches copyright or privacy rules or laws. 

ArchiTeam reserve the right to remove any posts which could be considered offensive or inappropriate. 

Cyber-bullying, abuse and litigious comments will result in the posts being removed. We reserve the right 

to block users at our own discretion. We may review posts and moderate content if you do not follow the 

guidelines. We may use automatic filters to block any swearing or anti-social language. 

Help us keep it suitable for all audiences. If you think that a posting has broken any of our house rules, 

contact us via the channel the content is on. 

 

OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

Posts on social media channels we manage do not necessarily reflect the opinions of ArchiTeam, nor does 

ArchiTeam confirm their accuracy. By using or accessing social media channels we manage, we 

understand that you’re familiar with and agree to comply with the platform’s terms and conditions which 

grants certain rights to the owners of the platform. 

These are public forums and participation is voluntary. By posting on social media channels we manage, 

ArchiTeam reserve the right to use any of your posted content in any way, and in any media, without any 

legal or monetary obligation to the author. 

 


